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Mechanisms of phase separation and aggregation in colloid-polymer mixtures

V. J. Anderson, E. H. A. de Hoog, and H. N. W. Lekkerkerker*
Van ’t Hoff Laboratory for Physical and Colloid Chemistry, Debye Institute, Utrecht University, Padualaan 8, 3584 CH Utrecht

The Netherlands
~Received 26 June 2001; published 18 December 2001!

The final structure of a colloidal system is greatly influenced by the mechanisms by which phase separation
and aggregation occur. The drive to phase separate can be altered in colloid-polymer mixtures~which phase
separate due to the depletion interaction! by varying the polymer concentration. Here, we use small angle light
scattering to follow the phase separation in such mixtures and analyze the results within a framework indicated
by previous results from microscopy investigations. The mechanisms of diffusion-limited cluster aggregation,
reaction-limited cluster aggregation, and nucleation and growth are found to provide good descriptions of the
phase separation regimes. The growth rate in the nucleation and growth regime is shown to be dependent on
the polymer concentration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Depletion-induced aggregation in suspensions of collo
hard spheres has been the subject of many investiga
recently, attention ranging from the fundamental interes
colloids as a simple models of atomic systems, the field
biology, and the understanding of protein crystallization,
the practicalities of industrial applications. The final structu
of a colloidal system is very sensitive to the characteristics
the components~polydispersity, for instance! and the inter-
actions between particles as these affect the kinetics of p
separation, making it difficult to predict whether or not
system will crystallize, for example. In colloid-polymer su
pensions the interactions can be finely tuned, allowing
different mechanisms to be explored.

It is now generally accepted that phase separation in m
tures of colloids and nonadsorbing polymers is induced
the depletion interaction, a concept introduced by Asak
and Oosawa@1# in 1954. In 1976 this idea was put forwar
and expanded independently by Vrij@2#. Briefly, the deple-
tion interaction can be thought of in terms of there being
volume surrounding each sphere into which the center o
polymer chain cannot penetrate, thus these volumes are
pleted of polymer. If the depletion volumes of two spher
overlap there will be an imbalance in the osmotic press
due to the depletion of the polymer between the two sphe
The range and strength of the interaction depends on
polymer volume fraction and the size ratio, defined as
ratio of the polymer radius of gyration and the colloid radiu
The depletion interaction has been studied theoretically
great detail and the phase diagrams for various collo
polymer ratios have been predicted~see Verhaegh and Lek
kerkerker@3#, and references therein!. The experimental veri-
fication of these phase diagrams has led to some intrigu
findings, glassy states, gellike states, and crystalline st
tures ranging from those that could be termed macroscop
those that have many defects@4–6#. This variety of out-
comes, indicates that the mechanisms by which the hom
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enous systems phase separate must be of great importa
Here, we examine several mechanisms of phase sep

tion, all studied here at low colloid volume fraction. Variou
models have been proposed to describe phase separatio
aggregation phenomena~see, for example, the review b
Poon and Haw@7#! and previous work using confocal m
croscopy has indicated that different models are appropr
for different regions of the phase diagram. Here, we stu
the same system using small angle light scattering to con
the various regimes and analyze them in more detail.

The system used here is identical to that used by de H
et al. @8#. It consists of samples of poly~methylmethacrylate!
~PMMA! spheres, shown in Fig. 1,~at a constant volume
fraction of 0.022! in a solvent that almost matches both t
density and the refractive index. This close matching allo
the phase separation process to proceed significantly be
the effects of gravity are seen and means that the system
be studied using microscopy and light scattering. Polym
~polystyrene! is added to induce phase separation via
depletion interaction. The ratio of the polymer radius of g
ration and the colloid radius is 0.076. In the previous wo
by de Hooget al. @8#, confocal microscopy was used to ob
serve the phase separation, at different polymer concen
tions cp as it proceeded. Image analysis, which took in

FIG. 1. Scanning electron microscopy image of the NB
PMMA particles used throughout this work. The particles have
diameter of 1.2mm.
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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account the number of particles per cluster, number of c
ters, and the shape of the clusters, has indicated that ther
four main regimes: regimeA, cp50 – 1.28 mg/ml—no phase
separation but enhanced sedimentation; regimeB, cp

51.58– 1.72 mg/ml—phase separation via nucleation
mechanism; regimeC, cp51.75– 2.28 mg/ml—phase separ
tion via aggregation producing compact clusters; regimeD,
cp53.31– 9.04 mg/ml—phase separation via aggrega
elongated clusters.

Typical images of samples in regimesB, C, andD under-
going phase separation are shown in Fig. 2, the differ
structures produced by the various mechanisms can easi
seen. It should be noted that the polymer concentrations
these regimes are for this specific system~detailed further in
the experimental section!, altering the polymer radius of gy
ration or the solvent mixture, for example, would be ve
likely to affect the interactions, equilibrium phases, and d
namics of the system. The technique of confocal microsc
used to determine these regimes has the disadvantage in
only two-dimensional images of the sample, effective
slices through the sample, could be examined.~Note that,
while it is true that confocal microscopy is a powerful to
for three-dimensional imaging, this was not possible at
speeds of aggregation found in these samples.! The light
scattering experiments carried out here investigate the s
regimes but have the advantage of examining larger volu
in the sample, thus giving better statistics, and can also
compared with other work on aggregation. Experiments
done at constant colloid concentration~2.2% by volume! and
the amount of polymer is varied; increasing the polymer c
centration brings the suspensions deeper into the uns
region, thus increasing the drive to aggregate.

It is convenient here to review the models of phase se
ration that were found in the various regimes. Models
cluster aggregation have been examined theoretically, exp
mentally, and by simulation@7,9–15#. These identify two
important mechanisms of cluster aggregation and desc
the characteristic evolution of the structures.

In regimeD, above, a diffusion-limited cluster aggreg
tion ~DLCA! mechanism was found. The model of DLC
assumes that the colloids stick permanently as soon as
touch and thus the mechanism is limited by the time ta
for particles to diffuse through the suspension and meet. T
results in open structures, since the colloids cannot pene
deep into a cluster before encountering another particle,
a monodisperse cluster size distribution as the smallest c
ters move fastest, have more encounters, and thus are ‘‘
up’’ as reaction proceeds. This is also the regime for wh
Schmoluchowski kinetics for rapid aggregation should
valid and indeed the samples in regimeD showed kinetics in
good agreement with the Schmoluchowski predictions.

Deviations from Schmoluchowski kinetics were found
regimeC, where clusters also appeared to be more comp
These observations led to regimeC being classed as showin
a reaction-limited cluster aggregation~RLCA! mechanism.
The model of RLCA assumes that the particles do not n
essarily stick on first contact, thus the aggregation proces
limited by the time taken for a ‘‘reaction’’~or a ‘‘sticking
encounter’’! to occur. Usually a ‘‘reaction-limited’’ process i
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associated with an energy barrier that has to be overcom
this system there is no barrier, but at low polymer conc
trations the drive to phase separate is not strong and the
a significant possibility that particles can move apart, that
the aggregation can be seen as reversible. This means
within the time for other particles to diffuse to a growin
cluster, previous particles may be able to move around
cluster, or indeed break away. Although this picture is n
completely analogous to a reaction with a barrier to ov
come, it is similar in that particles can move around t
cluster and the diffusion of particles towards the cluster
not the limiting step. This process results in more comp
structures than the DLCA case as the particles can m
further into the cluster before a ‘‘reaction’’ occurs. The si
distribution is also more polydisperse than the DLCA case
the smaller particles are not necessarily ‘‘used up’’ first.

On decreasing the polymer concentration further it w
found that clusters only appeared after a certain time and
clusters appeared relatively large. This was thus classed
nucleation and growth regime. In this regime~B! it is ex-
pected that the clusters have to be a certain size before
are stable and can grow, this gives rise to an induction pe
before any growth is seen~see the paper by Feher and Ka
@16# for a discussion on nucleation and growth of prote
crystals!. Nucleation and growth is a common phenomen
in phase separating systems and involves competition
tween the gain in free energy due to the creation of a nuc
of the new phase and the loss of free energy due to
surface tension of this nucleus. Of course, a cluster with o
a few particles does not have the well-defined surface
one normally envisages in a nucleation and growth situat
thus ascribing a surface tension to such a cluster may no
as straightforward, however, the general principles should
similar. The competition between surface and volume ter
means that there is a critical cluster size, clusters larger t
this will grow, those smaller will dissolve. The time taken f
a cluster of this critical size to be formed by chance w
depend on the size of the cluster, the larger the critical s
the longer the time before a significant number of critic
sized clusters will have appeared. The free energy curve
function of cluster size has a maximum at the critical clus
size, thus the gain and loss of particles does not change
free energy a great deal and the initial growth is slow. As
nuclei become bigger the growth rate increases. Thus, nu
ation and growth is characterized by an initial period, whe
little happens as critical nuclei are appearing and slow
growing, after this delay time the clusters start to grow ra
idly.

This paper is organized as follows, we first describe
system and the light scattering equipment used to stud
We then go on to show that the light scattering data agr
with the predictions for DLCA and RLCA aggregatio
mechanisms in regimesD andC, respectively, confirming the
results of de Hooget al. We show measurements of sampl
in regimeB that indicate that nucleation occurs quickly so
induction time is only found for very low polymer concen
trations. The growth of the clusters is found to be limited
the probability a particle will remain with the cluster and c
be related to the polymer concentration.
3-2
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FIG. 2. Typical confocal microscopy images of samples und
going phase separation. Images show regions that are 100mm by
100mm. ~a! A sample from RegimeD, ~cp5of 8.07 mg/ml! under-
going aggregation,~image taken att5540 s!. The elongated, stringy
clusters typical of DLCA are easily seen.~b! Sample from Regime
C, (cp52.10 mg/ml) att5300 s. The clusters are much more com
pact than those in RegimeD and the intercluster distance is large
~c! Sample from RegimeB, (cp51.72 mg/ml) att51110 s. Even
after such a long time only a few nuclei have appeared, these
quite large and are growing in a sea of single particles.
01140
II. EXPERIMENT

The system uses PMMA particles prepared by dispers
polymerization at 80 °C following the method of Antl@17#.
The particles were fluorescently labeled with the dye NB
~7-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,3-diazol! bonded to a coupling agen
~4-methyl aminoethylmethacrylate-7-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1
diazol! that was incorporated during the polymerization r
action. A layer of 10 nm of PHS@poly ~12-hydroxystearic
acid!#, a graft polymer consisting of a backbone of methac
late and glycidyl methacrylate monomers in a weight ratio
10:1 and tails of poly~12-hydroxystearic acid!, stabilized the
particles. The particle synthesis is described elsewhere
more detail@18#. The particles used are shown in Fig.
Using confocal scanning laser microscopy and scann
electron microscopy the radius was found to be 600 and
nm, respectively, with a polydispersity of 3%. The polym
used is polystyrene of molecular weight 2000 kg/m
(Mw /Mn51.11) and its density is 1.11 g/ml. The radius
gyration of the polymer was found~by viscosity measure-
ments! to be 46 nm implying an overlap concentration
8.15 mg/ml. The solvent used was a mixture of tetralin,cis-
decalin, and carbon tetrachloride in volume ratios of 36.0
31.5%, and 32.5%, respectively. The density of this solv
mixture is 1.148 g/ml and the index of refraction is 1.50. T
density of the PMMA particles~determined by sedimenta
tion! is 1.25 g/ml, thus the density difference is of the ord
of 0.1 g/ml. The particles are stable in this solvent mixtu
for at least several months.

The light scattering apparatus is similar to the appara
described by Schatzel and Ackerson@19#. Briefly, it consists
of a 5 mWrandomly polarized helium-neon laser at a wav
length of 632.8 nm, the beam of which is spatially filter
and expanded using a microscope objective, 25mm pinhole
and an 80 mm focal length output double~Oriel, Stratford,
CT!. The beam passes through the samples and comes
focus on a distant projection screen. A 5 mm pinhole lim
the main beam near its first diffraction minimum just befo
the sample. The unscattered beam passes through a ho
the projection screen and the intensity is measured usin
photodiode. Variations in the laser beam can be compens
for since a beam splitter between the laser and the sp
filter allows a second photodiode to monitor the main bea
The scattering pattern is recorded by a CCD camera~Elect-
rim, Princeton, New Jersey! with a resolution of 1653192
pixels with an exposure time in the range 100–400 ms. T
range of accessible scattering wave vectors was 100–1
mm21. ~Note that we define the wave vector such that len
scalesr and corresponding wave vectorsq have the relation-
ship q52p/r .!

Cuvettes with path lengths of 0.1 mm were used, samp
were homogenized by shaking before each experiment.
ages were corrected for dark current and stray light by s
tracting the first image of time series. Measurements of
intensity of the unscattered beam allowed us to correct
multiple scattering.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. RegimesC and D

The small angle light scattering patterns of samples fr
regimesC andD both show peaks in the intensity appeari

r-

re
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ANDERSON, DE HOOG, AND LEKKERKERKER PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 011403
immediately. This indicates that phase separation occurs
mediately. A typical example from regimeD is shown in Fig.
3. This is in agreement with the predictions, in regimesC
and D we expect there to be no barrier to phase separa
and it will proceed immediately.

The samples show the peak moving to lower wave vec
and increasing in intensity. The peak from the sample
regimeD is very symmetrical~see Fig. 4! and is fitted well
by a Gaussian. When the curves are scaled by the pea
tensity and position~not shown!, allowing us to compare
different times, the peak stays quite narrow. This implies
cluster size distribution is also symmetrical and that the d
tribution remains so even at longer times. This is in agr
ment with the DLCA model described above. In contrast
sample from regimeC has a much less symmetric peak,~see
Fig. 5! with a long tail at large wave vectors, implying th
smaller clusters remain even when other clusters have gr
larger. On examining the scaled data, we see that the w
of the distribution increases as time goes on, this indica

FIG. 3. Typical scattering pattern from a sample in regimeD
(cp55.58 mg/ml), showing the evolution of a peak with time. T
peak is seen immediately and increases in intensity while movin
smaller wave vectors, as would be expected for a sample unde
ing diffusion-limited aggregation.

FIG. 4. Scattering pattern of a sample from regimeD, the curve
fits well to a Gaussian, indicating a bell-shaped cluster size di
bution as implied by DLCA models.
01140
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that smaller particles are indeed still present, in agreem
with the RLCA model and previous microscopy work.

In recent years several groups have examined DLCA
RLCA mechanisms using light scattering@13,20,21#. One
phenomenon that was described was the peak with a s
decrease in scattering at lowq. This was ascribed to ther
being a region around the growing clusters that is deplete
particles, that is, over the volume of the cluster plus dep
tion region the mass is conserved. The phrase ‘‘deple
region’’ is usually associated with a picture of region of hig
density, surrounded by a depleted region then a region
which the density returns to the ‘‘original’’ or ‘‘normal’’
value. This picture is not necessarily the case~and in fact for
a DLCA mechanism we would not expect it to be so!. With a
high drive to aggregate it is difficult to imagine how a clust
growing in a sea of other particles would come about. In
itively we might expect single particles forming doublet
doublets forming quadruplets and so on. The depletion
gion ~that region over which the mass is conserved! then
would correspond to the distance midway between clus
as there is no correlation on length scales larger than this
thus no scattering. This combined with the fractal nature
the clusters means it is not obvious to what the peak in
scattering pattern physically corresponds. Figure 2~a! shows
a confocal microscopy image typical of a sample undergo
DLCA. It is obvious that there is no depletion region in th
sense of there being a region, where the density returns to
original. Some authors ascribe the lengthscaler represented
by the peak to the radius of a cluster plus its depletion lay
others interpret the peak as corresponding to the radius o
cluster and the length scale, where the scattering inten
has decreased to the depletion layer. In spite of this amb
ity the variation of the length scale corresponding to the p
position with time is expected to follow a power law (r
;t1/d f, where df is the fractal dimension of the cluster
expected to be 1.8 for DLCA! in the DLCA case and show
an exponential growth in the RLCA case~r;exp(at), where
a is a constant! @10#. Similar trends are also found here,
can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the variatio
r for regimeD, this does show a power law, constraining t
power to be 1.8 as predicted then a fit of the formr 5a

to
o-

i-

FIG. 5. Scattering pattern of a sample from regimeC (cp

51.85 mg/ml), the curve is quite asymmetric, this is believed to
due to the polydispersity of size of the clusters.
3-4
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1b(t2t0)
1/d f ~wherea,b, and t0 are constants! gives a rela-

tively good fit withr 5@510.06(t215)1/1.8# mm this form of
the equation would indicate that the mechanism controll
this power law is only valid after a certain time, in this ca
t0515 s. This may be for several reasons, for example,
samples are mixed vigorously to homogenize them be
the experiment is started, when the mixing has stoppe
must take a finite amount of time for the flows within th
sample to die away and slower flows in the sample may t
assist aggregation~because the number of particle encount
is increased! thus leading to a delay before the syste
reaches the conditions that are controlled by a power law.
note, however, that the formr 5bt1/g ~whereg is a constant,
equated above withdf! gives an excellent fit withb53.6 and
g59, though this value ofg is obviously far higher than
expected. Figure 7 shows the data from a sample in reg

FIG. 6. Time evolution~squares! of the length scales in the
diffusion-limited regime~D!. The DLCA model predicts a powe
law growth. Constrainingdf51.8 then a fit ofr 5a1b(t2t0)1/d f

~solid line! matches the data well. A fit of the formr 5at1/g with
g59 also fits well~dashed line!.

FIG. 7. Time evolution~squares! of the length scales in the
reaction-limited regime~C!. The RLCA model predicts an exponen
tial growth although this is not seen until after approximately 100
A good fit is obtained by allowing for a delay period before exp
nential growth is seen,r 5e1c exp@d(t2t0)# ~solid line!. The data
~after t5100 s! is also fitted to an exponential of the form used
Ref. @10#, r 5c exp(dt) ~dashed line! but the fit is not as good.
01140
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C. The data appears to show exponential growth only a
an initial period, for whichr is almost linear in time. Again
including a delay before the growth becomes evident, tha
r 5e1c exp@d(t2t0)# ~wherec,d, ande are constants! we get
an excellent fit withr 5@713 exp 0.004(t2100)# mm. If the
delay time is not included@that is, if we use the formr
5c exp(dt)# then the fit is not very satisfactory. We hav
included the details of the fits as it is important to determ
which form should be used in fitting the data and it is n
always clear in other papers which form is used@for ex-
ample, Weitzet al. @10# specify using the formr 5c exp(dt)
to fit an RLCA regime but only the relationr;t1/d f for the
DLCA regime#. Obviously, it is important to determine
whether or not there is a delay before these relationships
valid ~either because of the mixing, as suggested above
for other reasons! since this will reveal more details of th
very initial stages in the aggregation mechanism.

Figures 3 and 5~see also Figs. 6 and 7! show a marked
difference not only in the shape of the peak but also in
movement of the peak position, the peak moves to m
smaller wave vectors in the RLCA regime than in the DLC
regime. This agrees with the findings in Ref.@8#, where the
structures in regimeD were elongated and stringy, those
regimeC were much more compact, thus having larger clu
ter sizes and correspondingly large distances between c
ters, this can be seen clearly in Fig. 2.

B. RegimeB

In order to look for a nucleation and growth regim
samples with polymer concentrations of 1.81 mg/ml~just
inside regimeC! and less were used.

In a nucleation and growth regime it is expected that th
will be a delay time before nuclei are formed and can gro
The scattering at low polymer concentrations was found
be small, it is likely that this is because only a few nuc
were formed,~this proposition is substantiated by the micro
copy images shown in the work by de Hooget al. @8#! and
the scattering was not sufficient to make out over the ba
ground noise. Thus, we examined the amount of light tra
mitted ~i.e., not scattered! through the sample. Since we us
a photodiode to detect the transmitted beam we are, in f
measuring the power of the remaining unscattered be
Punscat. If there is a delay time there should be a delay in t
decrease ofPunscat(Punscat) will decrease because of increa
ing scattering in the sample!. We will show here thatPunscat
does indeed show a delay time for low polymer concen
tions but as the polymer concentration increases the d
time cannot be distinguished above the noise of the d
However, the decrease ofPunscatcan be related to the tota
amount of light scattered, which is in turn related to t
growth of the nuclei in the samples. The rate of decrease
Punscat also varies with the polymer concentration and w
attempt to relate this to the distance from the phase bou
ary.

For polymer concentrations in the range 1.62–1.81 mg
there is no obvious delay time, but the amount of transmit
light appears to decrease immediately. This is shown in F
8. The decrease ofPunscatappears to be linear in time and th

.
-
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rate of decrease varies with the polymer concentration.
In order to understand the time dependence ofPunscat, we

need to consider what is happening in the sample: we ex
that nuclei are forming and growing larger, thus we exam
the time variation of the position wave vector correspond
to the radius of the nucleiqm(t) ~we will later relate this to
the total amount of light scattered by the sample!. We assume
here thatqm(t) only changes due to cluster growth~that is,
cluster nucleation is negligible!. We also assume that th
probability of a particle attaching itself to the cluster is s
small such that any depletion layer around the particle
negligible and we can treat the particle concentration aro
the cluster as being constant. The rate of decrease of tr
mitted light is very much smaller than for samples in regim
C, indicating that the assumption is valid. Thus, we write t
change in volume (;r 3) in terms of the flux of particles into
the cluster~proportional to the surface arear 2! and the prob-
ability that the particle remains with the clusterp,

dr3

dt
}pr2→r}pt thus qm}~pt!21. ~1!

To relate this to the total light scattered, we need to exam
the Porod invariant,@22#, that is,

E
0

`

l ~q!q2dq5const. ~2!

This means that as the peak position shifts to smaller w
vectors the corresponding intensity must increase, but it m
increase faster than the wave vector decreases because
squared term. We will show below that this increase in
tensity as the peak moves to smaller wave vectors means
the total amount of light scattered increases. Since we ex
the shape of theI (q,t) distribution to be dependent only o
a characteristic wave vector^q&, we can replace the integra
by an average intensitŷI & dependent on the peak positio
Thus, we expect̂l &5const /̂q&2.

The total scattered light, that is, the total power of t
light scatteredPscat is given by the integral of the intensit
~power per unit area! over the areaS over which light is
scattered. The geometry is shown in Fig. 9. We need to i

FIG. 8. Change in the power of the unscattered beam~implying
an increase in the turbidity of the sample!, for samples with low
polymer concentration. The decrease is linear with time.
01140
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grate the intensity over the whole sphere; however, we
sume that only small angles are involved~thus, sinu;u, q
5constu/2, and so on! and that the scattering is circularl
symmetric~thus, terms inf andl lead to constants!, thus we
can write the integral over the area as an integral overq

Pscat5E
S
IdS}E E

S

I ~u,f!l 2 sinududf}E I ~q!qdq.

~3!

Again replacingI (q) by a characteristiĉI &, we get the re-
lationship

Pscat}1/̂ q&. ~4!

Equating^q& andqm leads to

Punscat5Ptotal2Pscat5Ptotal2A8q21~ t !5 l 02Apt, ~5!

whereA8 and A are constants of proportionality. This pre
dicts a linear time dependence, as found experimentally,

FIG. 10. On decreasing the polymer concentration, the rate
decreaseAp of the intensity of the unscattered beam slows. This
as expected, since the drive to phase separate is smaller. The
shows the best fit~of the form Ap5M exp@(acp1b)/kT#! to the
data.

FIG. 9. Scattering geometry used to calculate the total po
scatteredPscat and the total power detected by the photodio
Punscat.
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rate of decrease with time is dependent onp that we would
expect to vary as the phase boundary is approached. The
of decreaseAp was measured and plotted as a function
polymer concentration, this is shown in Fig. 10. Indeed
rate does become smaller on approach of the phase boun
~from the previous work this is believed to be atcp*
51.58 mg/ml!. Writing D as the energy difference on addin
a particle to the cluster, then we expect thatp;exp
(2D/kT). We expect thatD will increase as the polymer con
centration increases, the simplest form is thenD5acp1b,
wherea andb are constants. Thus,

p}expS acp1b

kT D . ~6!

The measured rateAp as a function ofcp is shown in Fig. 10
and the predicted variation agrees with the data very we

Only for a polymer concentration of 1.59 mg/ml was
delay time observed, this is shown in Fig. 11. Figure
~showing the data for a sample ofcp51.71 mg/ml! also sug-
gests that a delay is present but it is difficult to quantify
reliably. At polymer concentrations just inside regimeB the
decrease inPunscat is very slow and the data is very nois
thus a delay time may be present for polymer concentrat
higher than 1.59 mg/ml but cannot be measured with
equipment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The light scattering data has confirmed the regimes c
sified by de Hooget al. @8#. The techniques of microscop

FIG. 11. Scattered intensity of a sample from regimeB, polymer
concentration of 1.59 mg/ml. The intensity of the unscattered be
as a function of time shows a delay before a decrease is see
would be expected for a nucleation and growth mechanism.
f
-

01140
ate
f
e
ary

2

t

s
e

s-

and light scattering provide important complementary da
The former allows analysis in terms of Schmolukowski k
netics, as well as a direct insight into the local aggreg
structure, permitting phenomena such as structure rearra
ment ~a significant possibility though often assumed neg
gible in simulation! to be detected. The light scattering a
lows for a more quantitative characterization and can
compared more easily with the predictions of earlier wo
and gives better statistics on the three-dimensional struct
We have compared our results with those predicted
DLCA, RLCA, and nucleation and growth regimes and ha
shown conclusively that these regimes are present.
growth in regimeB has been analyzed in terms of the rea
tion probability using an energy dependent on the polym
concentration. In addition to confirming the regimes e
pected several points have arisen that indicate directions
future research. The first is the variation of the length scar
corresponding to the peak position. The physical relations
betweenr and the depletion and core regions needs to
examined further, in addition, investigation of the time var
tion of r in the different regimes and possibility of a dela
before a specific variation is seen is likely to provide va
able information on the scope of the validity of differe
mechanisms.
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FIG. 12. Change in intensity of an unscattered beam fo
sample in regimeB (cp51.71 mg/ml). The difficulty, due to noise
in determining the presence or absence of a delay time can be
Certainly the data does not preclude the existence of delay tim
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